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Name: Patagonia Mosaic 2001
Material: Interviews
Volume: 16 folders, 52 cassette tapes, 66 video tapes, 3 DV tape
Donation: Gift of Marcelo Borges, Susan Rose and Lonna Malmsheimer.
Usage: Please consult with the Community Studies Center staff regarding restrictions.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The 2001 Patagonia Mosaic examined trans-Atlantic migration, ethnic and labor relations, and community development among various ethnic groups in the oil company town of Comodoro Rivadavia, in Patagonia, Argentina. The project was an initiative of recuperation, preservation and diffusion of the historic experience of the community of Comodoro Rivadavia and its zone of influence, together with its regional, national and international connections. The Patagonia Mosaic included the investigation, teaching, digitalization of documentary and photographic patrimony; the oral and videographic registry of life histories and historic testimonies; and preservation of the collective memory – activities vital to cultural exchange and community extension. By looking deep into local and regional character, the project aimed also to connect to wider national and international study in areas of settlement, migration, and family history.

The undertaking began under the auspices of Dickinson College and the Universidad Nacional de la Patagonia “San Juan Bosco”, with the essential support of the community of Comodoro Rivadavia. At Dickinson, the project enmeshed itself in the work of the Community Studies Center (CSC) and the Dickinson Electronic Initiative in the Liberal Arts (DEILA). Students and faculty engaged in collaborative ethnographic, oral history, and archival research with faculty and students from the National University of Patagonia “San Juan Bosco” and residents from the company towns of the area of Comodoro Rivadavia. The group spent two weeks in Patagonia (January 5-22) and then returned to Dickinson to continue comparative research during the spring semester.

The program was coordinated by Marcelo Borges, Susan Rose, and Susana Torres (Universidad Nacional de la Patagonia), with the collaboration of Lonna Malmsheimer and Sonia Ivanoff (Universidad Nacional de la Patagonia).

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The collection is divided into 3 series. Series 1 consists of 5 hanging folders of interview transcripts, typed accounts of Patagonia Mosaic interviews conducted by student and faculty interviewers. The hanging folders contain a total of 14 interview transcripts. Series 2 consists of 3 folders of course materials, including a program description, program participants and course syllabi. Series 3 consists of corresponding media: (50 audio cassette tapes), 66 video tapes, and (1 DV tape).
Folder 1.1

- Johanna Kokot de Avila, interviewed by David Stein, with Colleen Heller and Elizabeth Cardillo. Jan. 16, 2001. (In English) [Tape CTX00460-461, VHS00161-162]

- People of Barrio San Martin (Ernesto Allende, Rudecindo Juvenal Barriga, Eduardo Caicheo, Leonidas Carmona, Colivoro, Mario Mercado, Rosa Millaqueo, Rosa Pincol, María Marta Marquez, Isabel Oporto, Carmen Pidal, María Saez, Graciela Schweighofer, Solano Segunza), interviewed by Rosemary McGunnigle, with Karla Nieves and Kirsten Korell (camera). Jan. 18, 2001. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00453-456, VHS00154-158]

- María Leonides Silva Cabezas, interviewed by Maria Laura Olivares and Julia Bergen. Jan. 10, 2001 (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00443 + 465, VHS00142-143]

Folder 1.2

- Luzia Dias, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Marcelo Borges, María José Garrido, Colleen Heller, Angela Reynolds and Susan Rose. Jan. 10, 2001. (In Spanish/English) [No tape]

- Juan Ivanoff, interviewed by David Stein, with Karla Nieves and Lisa Fiorentino (camera). Jan. 12, 2001 (In English/Spanish) [Tape CTX00436-437, VHS00134-135]

Folder 1.3


- Francisca Salvador Jiménez and Esperanza Montoya Salvador, interviewed by María Laura Olivares, with Elizabeth Cardillo (camera). Jan. 18, 2001. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00468-469, VHS00168-170]

- Martha Eggeling Jung and Alberto Muller, interviewed by Susan Rose, with Kirsten Korell, Susana Torres and Rosemary McGunnigle. Jan. 18, 2001. (In German/Spanish) [Tape CTX00440, VHS00138-140]

Folder 1.4

- Maria Christova Minkova, interviewed by Sonia Ivanoff, with Susan Rose, Lonna Malmshheimer, Julia Bergen and Kristin McLane. Jan. 16, 2001 (In Spanish/English) [Tape CTX00462-463, VHS00163-164]

- Ivo Sloboda, interviewed by Colleen Heller, with María Laura Olivares and Elizabeth Cardillo (camera). Jan. 10, 2001. (In English) [Tape CTX00470, VHS00171]

- Juan Svoboda, interviewed by Susan Torres, with María José Garrido, Colleen Heller, Elizabeth Cardillo and Lonna Malmsheimer (camera). Jan. 12, 2001. (In Spanish/English) [Tape CTX00471-472, VHS00172-173]

Folder 1.5

- Violeta Urdanoff, interviewed by Lisa Fiorentino, with Karla Nieves and David Stein (camera). Jan. 11, 2001. (In Spanish/English) [Tape CTX00466-467, VHS00166-167]
• Juan and Susana E. Stancheff, interviewed by Susan Rose, with Sonia Ivanoff, Karla Nieves and David Stein. Jan. 17, 2001. (In Spanish/Bulgarian/English)

[Tape CTX00457-458, VHS00159-160]

SERIES 2 – COURSE MATERIALS
SERIES INVENTORY

2.1 Program Description
2.2 Project Participants
2.3 Syllabi: History 315H and Sociology 230I

SERIES 3 – MEDIA
SERIES INVENTORY

AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES

CTX00436: Juan Ivanoff – Jan. 12, 2001 [1]
CTX00439: Fernando Gamarra – Jan. 11, 2001
CTX00440: Alberto Muller and Martha Eggeling Jung – Jan. 18, 2001
CTX00442: Ganio Konoff
CTX00446: José J. Rosa Valente [B3]
CTX00447: José J. Rosa Valente [B2]
CTX00453: People of Barrio San Martin (Ernesto Allende, Rudecindo Juvenal Barriga, Eduardo Caicheo, Leonidas Carmona, Colivoro, Mario Mercado, Rosa Millaqueo, Rosa Pincol, María Marta Marquez, Isabel Oporto, Carmen Pidal, María Saez, Graciela Schweighofer, Solano Segunza) – Jan. 18, 2001 [1]
CTX00457: Stancheff Family: Petko Nikov; Ivanka Petkova; Juan Stancheff; Susana E. Stancheff; Matías L. Bistrai; Camila J. Bistrai – Jan. 17, 2001 [1]
CTX00459: Catarina Charneca Borralho – Jan. 16, 2001
CTX00470: Ivo Sloboda – Jan. 11, 2001
CTX00471: Juan Svoboda – Jan. 12, 2001 [1]
CTX00477: Susana Torres
CTX00890: Practice Interviews: Jasmin, Colleen, Angela, Maria Jose Gustavo
CTX00891: Video No. 1: Practice with Karla, Lisa and David; Interview with Prof. Borges; Interview with Sonia Ivanoff.
CTX00892: Video 3: Asodo
CTX00894: Tour Km. 8: Walking and Driving
***
CTX00980: Antonio Torres, Joaquin Guerreiro, Jose Tome and Rosita Guerreiro, interviewed by Marcelo Borges – 2001 [Tape 1]
CTX00981: Antonio Torres, Joaquin Guerreiro, Jose Tome and Rosita Guerreiro, interviewed by Marcelo Borges – 2001 [Tape 2]

VHS TAPES

VHS00132: Fanny Levang [1]
VHS00133: Fanny Levang [2]
VHS00134: Juan Ivanoff [1]
VHS00135: Juan Ivanoff [2]
VHS00137: Fernando Gamarra [2]; Luis Gamarra Jan. 11, 2001
VHS00139: Muller/Jung (follow-up to scan photos) [1]
VHS00140: Muller/Jung (follow-up to scan photos) [2]
VHS00141: Gario Konoff – Jan. 16, 2001
VHS00142: Maria Leonides Silva Cabezas de Perez Saez – Jan. 10, 2001 [1]
VHS00146: José J. Rosa Valente [B1]
VHS00147: José J. Rosa Valente [B2]
VHS00148: José J. Rosa Valente [B3]
VHS00152: Katy Hagemann – Jan. 11, 2001 [1]
VHS00154: People of Barrio San Martin (Ernesto Allende, Rudecido Juvenal Barriga, Eduardo Caicheo, Leonidas Carmona, Colivoro, Mario Mercado, Rosa Millaqueo, Rosa Pincol, Maria Marta Marquez, Isabel Oporto, Carmen Pidal, Maria Saez, Graciela Schweighofer, Solano Segunza) – Jan. 18, 2001 [1]
VHS00159: Stancheff Family [1]
VHS00160: Stancheff Family [2]
VHS00163: Maria Christova Minkova (Bulgaria) – Jan. 15, 2001 [1]
VHS00164: Maria Christova Minkova (Bulgaria) – Jan. 15, 2001 [2]
VHS00169: Mrs. Torres and Ms. Montoya [1]
VHS00170: Mrs. Torres and Ms. Montoya [2]
VHS00172: Juan Svoboda – Jan. 12, 2001 [1]
VHS00175: Torres and Sonia – Jan. 8, 2001
VHS00176: Sonia (Ivanoff?), interviewed by Rose
VHS00177: Maria de Mendonça – Jan. 12, 2001
VHS00178: ?, interviewed by Kristen Korrell
VHS00179: ? (2 men, 2 women, in Spanish, Malmshimer filming)
VHS00180: Americas’ Mosaics: Patagonia, Argentina and Steelton, PA
VHS00181: Practice interviews: Jasmin, Colleen, Angela, Maria Jose Gustavo
VHS00182: Video No. 1: Practice with Karla, Lisa and David; Interview with Prof. Borges; Interview with Sonia Ivanoff.
VHS00183: Video 3: Asodo
VHS00185: Tour Km. 8: Walking and Driving
VHS00186: El Barrio San Martin
VHS00188: YPF Group A2
VHS00189: YPF Group B1
VHS00190: David’s Party
VHS00191: Cutaways; Pyramids; Boat trip – Jan. 14, 2001 “B”
VHS00192: Astra Group “B”
VHS00193: Penguins – Jan. 13, 2001 ‘C”
VHS00194: Cutaways
VHS00195: Landscape Comodoro Rivadavia
VHS00197: Cutaways Astra “G”

DV TAPES

DVX00236: A Century in the Making: The Building of an Argentine Community in Comodoro Rivadavia, produced by Elizabeth Cardillo, Colleen Heller, Karla Nieves, and David Stein. (Common Hour Presentation – 10 min.)

***

DVX00238: Maria Viegas and Maria Parreira, interviewed by Marcelo Borges, Jasmin Sanchez and Angela Reynolds. Jan. 19, 2001 [1]

This collection register was prepared by Jessica Bylander, Feb. 2006.